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• Hughes, P., (date unknown) Notes for a speech on guilds for The Wallace Collection from their files as obtained via Paul Tear.
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• Clouston, R., Minor English Furniture Makers of the Eighteenth century: Article III - Ince and Mayhew,

- Conger, C., Chippendale Furniture in the Department of State Collection, American Art Journal, Vol 8, No 1, 1976, pp. 84-98.
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• Robinquet, J., Gouthière: Sa Vie – Son oeuvre, Renouard, H. Laurens, Paris, 1912.
• Roelofs, W., “Coloured mordants on a set of Dutch marquetry furniture from the late 18th century”, Found in: Verschoor, H. & Mork, J. (eds), Contributions of the Central Research Laboratory to the Field of Conservation and Restoration, The Laboratory, 1994, pp. 89-93.
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• Thirion, H., Les Adam et Clodion, A. Quantin, Paris, 1885.
• Verlet, P. (Translated from German by K. Riall), Möbel von J. H. Riesener, Franz Schneekluth Verlag, Darmstadt, Germany, 1954.
• No Author Given, Genuine Receipt for making the famous VERNIS MARTIN; or as it is called by the English MARTIN’S COPAL VARNISH, NONE GIVEN, Paris, 1773.
• No Author Given, A Treatise on the Copal Oil Varnish or What in France is Call’d Vernis Martin, Crowder, S., Griffiths, R., and Wilkie, J., London, 1773.
• No Author Given, The New Handmaide to Arts, Sciences, Agriculture, etc., W. Clements, London, 1793.
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• No Author Given, *The Golden Cabinet: Being the Laboratory or Handmaid to the Arts* (Second Edition), James Hoey, Dublin, 1773.
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- Corsham Court near Wiltvern, UK - visited 6-July-2009
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- Fontainebleau in Fontainebleau, FR. - visited 28 February 2010.
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• Email from Lord Rosebery to Riall1@aol.com dated 26 November 2009
• Interviews with staff of Les Arts Décratifs including Sylvie Legrand-Rossi, curator, and Pierre Costerg, conservator on 23-June-2009.
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• No Author given, File materials from Musée des Arts Décoratifs – File Inventory Number GR 824, Accessed 19 February 2008 and 1 September 2009.
• The Arts Décoratifs in Lyon Secrétaire à Abattant: Pictures obtained from files at The Arts Décoratifs in Lyon, Accessed June 2009.
• Eli Secrétaire à abattant: Privately owned piece, Pictures provided by the owner, May – 2010.
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• Picture taken from Sothebys auction, lot 83 http://www.sothebys.com/app/live/lot/LotDetail.jsp?lot_id=4DHJL, Accessed 10-09
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